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AßSTRACT

The upwelling has been showed like most important physical event that gives basie
nutrients for developing marine life .The parameter that give us the better idea about the

amount of upwelling water is Ekrnan flux ,that is obtained from geostrophic wind in the

area of study. Using the remote infrared sensors in satellite we are able to test the

appearance of this kind ofevents.

One system that allow us to study the temporal evolution of geostrophic winds and
calculate the Ekman flux for predicting and following-up of upwelling has been developed.

\Ve obtain the wind from isobaric maps sent by METEOSAT satellite ,with which we
compute Elonan flux. We have made a ~emporal averaged study of this parameters and

developed threedimensional graphies representation that allow us to integrate the isobarie

information, chromatieally quantifier, with the information coming from the geostrophic

winds and to make a geographie registration. With all this information we have made the

predietion and following-up of the ocean event and test the results with thermal imagery.
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INTRODUCTION
\Ve have reiated atmospheric events to the appearance of sea areas rich in

phosphates and nutrients. which impulse the development of phytoplancton and with
it. that of the marine species which He within the trophic chain and which are a basis
of human feeding. . .' ....

In these areas. an increase in ilUtrients is produced along the shore by the
upwelling of waters from depthsof 100 to 200 metresto the sürface. Theyare
detected by means of satellites because this rise or "upwelling" occurs at a Iower
temperaturethan that of the surrounding water. approximately two or three degrees
Iower. which may everi cause the fomation of fog in the area of upwelling. , .

This fact has been revealed as the most important physieal phenomenon which
provides the ehemieal fertilizers. nitrates and phosphates needed in the biological
development of fishing resourees. .

Aecording to Maeda and Kishimoto (1970). the main areas of shore upwelling are
located in the East margin of the Iarge anticyclonic whirlwinds of sea circulation. on
the \Vest continental shores. between latitudes 10 and 50 of both hemispheres. It is
no coincidence that the most important fishing banks in the worid appear in these
spots of the planets.

-The first explanation for fishing upwelling was given by Ekman in 1905. .
Wind exerts a defmite deforming effort over the sea surface. in the same direetion

in which it blows. lriunediately. and owing to the rotation of the Earth. a force acts
over the bodies which are in movement relative to the Earth. This force. calied

. Coriolis force. follows the normal direction of the movement and causes the Wirid to
move to the right of the direction of the movement in the Northem hemisphere and to
its left in the Southem hemisphere.

This effect is gradually transmitted from the wind to the surface of the water.
which is moved towards the right in the superficial layers of the Northern
hemisphere. When the wind in this hemisphere is of a Northern component and
parallel to the coast. a superficial current is produced offshore, and vacuum is
formed being filied by the deeper. eolder and more nutrient waters.
(see Figure 1 (upwelling))

In the waters off the West coast of the Iberian Peninsula. under the influenee of
high pressures. North winds favouring upwelling are generated between the months
of April and September; during the rest of the year, southwest winds are
predominant. producing the eontrary effect: piling up of water which comes from
the high seas towards the eoast or"downwelling"•

Aeeording to Blanton. winds favourable for "upwelling" prevail in Galieia from
April to Oetober. The same is shown by R. Molina with data gathered from 1931-
60. ,

The magnitude of Ekman's eomponent in the deep seas is eonsidered to be an
iridieator of the amount of florid water. Iri order to ealculate this index. we will first
ealeulate the geostrophie winds by means of pressure maps. .

Aecording to Fizua, the average seasori of upwelling is from July to September
on the Portuguese coast. By using average data of 29 years, he also points out a
correlation .between the Norhern eomponent of the wind, the appearance of
upwelling and the highest catehes of sardine, the time differeneebetween cause
effeet being of one month for upwelling lind of three months for the highest eatches.
Blanton also relates Ekman's high transport indexes with the development of
musse1s in the Galician estuaries. for which he uses the "upweIling" index and the
index of mussei development between the years 1969-1985.

EQUATIONS:

The equation for the movement of winds relative to land in polar coorderiates is
the following:
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The values to the right of the equality in equation (1) are due to the accelerations

f h d· eh' (g = gin - Q x (nxa) ) " .o t e pressure gra lent lorce, t e gravIty graVItatIon rrunus
the earth's centripid acceleration, Coriolis force and friction respeetively.

Owing to the fact that the Earth is spheric, the individual components of equation
(1) will be as folIows:
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and the continuity equation is realized as:
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Here (X,y,z) and (u,v,w) represent the East, North East and the ascendent
coordinates and the tenn between brakets is due to the curvature of the Earth.

APPROXIMATION OF EQUATIONS:

The equations do not generally have analytic solutions. For this reason, it is
neeesary to simplify them in order to consider a particular phenomenon. One
possible way would be to reduce the higher order members in each equation.

The tenns found between brakets in the equations (2,3,4 y 5) are due to the
curvature of the Earth and are important in movements at a global seale.
For movements at a local seale they can be ignored. Using the infonnation in the
table (1):

Almospheric Circul.ilion Systems

TABLE 1.1 TypiCOl' M.ignitudes for Different Motion Sc~les

Extratropica1 Humcane Thunckrstorm
Low I I

. Time (SCCOQds) lOS lOS 10"
Length (meters) IOC lOS 10'
Height (meters) 10' 10' 10'
Velocity 101 3 X 101 .01

(meters per sccond)
VerticaJ. vdocity 10-· 10-1 101

(meters per sccond)
101Horizontal pressure '0" 3 X 10"

variatioa (pascals)



in the equation (5) we get that in a typical extratropical cyclon

(6)

(8)

(9)
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whereas in medium latitudes where tan(fi)=O(l)

uvtan<j) 10-5 2-1:::: m s
a (7)

th f th C . li & f = 2,Q sin <j) befor those movements e parameter 0 e ono s J.orce, , may

taken as a constant or as a lineal function of the latitude f = fo ,Q +ßY
On the other hand, in the majority of the high scale movements of the Earth,

vertical acceleration is important when it is compared to gravity acceleration. Thus,
for example, in equation (4) we obtain:

ow ow -7 1 lop-::::u-::::lO «10 =g=--
ot ox p oz

Moreover, to obtain a high precision level, the vertical movement equation is
reduced to astate of hydrostatic balance.

1 op
O=----g

P oz
for a movement of synoptic scale.

These movements are almost hydrostatic and allow us to represent them almost in
Lagrangian presicion coordenates rather than in ordinary Cartesian ones (x,y,z).
Under such conditions the equality equation is reduced to:

ou + ov + ow =0
ox p oy oz

p (10)

where w=dp/dt is analogous with vertical velocity .,Q = -pgw
For a fIrst approximation the acceleration tenns may be ignored in horizontal

movement equations, which are reduced to the so called equations of geostrophic
wind.:
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(11)(12)

In order to calculate the index ofupwelling, following Bakun's methodolody, it is
necessary to know daily winds, and owing to the fact that there are no real measures
for them in the sea, it is necessary to resort to geostrophic wind, which is an
approximation to real wind, derived from an atmospherlc pressure difference in a cell
where the point being considered is the centre. . .

Once the speed and direction of the wind have been obtained, the deforming effort



that it exerts over the sea surface is calculated. This produces a superficial movement
in a perpendicular sense and towards the right of the direcion of the wind, and the
vacuum is mIed by the same subsuperficial water. .

In order to obtain the speed and the direction of the wind produced by the
difference ofpressures found in the medium point ofthe opposite sides ofthe cell in
question, it is necessary to measure the pressures corresponding to each point
separated at a distance delta x and delta y.

The geostrophic equations which give us the wind component are:

v= -a * r-1 *C'%x) comp. None

where alfa is the specific volume'of air and fis the Coriolis parameter,

(13)(14)

a=R (15)

Owing to the friction existing over the surface, the geostrophic values of winds
thus obtained have to be turned 15 grades towards the right and have to be applied a
0.7 decrease factor, and consequently. the deforming effort over the surface is now:

(16)(17)
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This deforming effect over the surface. generates a current which flows to the
right of the direction of the wind in the Northem hemisphere and as we have aIready
mentioned. it is called Ekman's current. In this case, it is the north winds that
originate the upwelling. because when a superficial current is induced towards the
west, it has to be replaced by deeper waters. This movement has the following
equations when there is a lack of pressure gradient and the friction is being
considered: -

p

p * <I> * VE + o:Cx I 0 x = 0

p * <I> *UE + oty I '6 y = 0
water density

(18)(19)

'txy wind force on sea surface in xy direcction

UE,vE components ofEkman velocity

p*f*VE*oz ~-otx

p*f *UE *0 z = öty
(20)(21)



whereP*VE*OZis the mass that flows in the direction and ner second through an area
of Imx 1m in the xy plane. The same applies top*UE*ozwith respect to the x axis.
If Z is the depth where the value of speed is zero with respect to the superficial, the
integrals between zero and z in equations (20 y 21) give us the total of the mass
transported by the current induced by the wind.

Using Mxe and Mye to represent the transports in the directions x,y already
mentioned, we obtain:

•
f* M E=-'ty x

and if we transform it into volume

(22)

(23)

where Q is the volume of transported water and

a= IIp
(24)

Thus, the amount of water displaced by Ekman's effect along the path parallel to
the coast, in a perpendicular way with respect to it, which is no other thing than the
index of upwelling is:

~ = -ty I (f * p) [m3 I seg] (25)

We generate average pressure maps which correspond to aperiod of time
considered for our study. .

We ean ealculate the average of the geostrophie winds and thus we ean know the
winds which are dominant both in direction and speed in any point in the rnap.
\Ve represent the pressure map in tridimentional perspective. The anticyclons
correspond to the peaks and the storms to the vaIleys. We also get a projection of the
isobars corresponding to that pressure map over the geographie one.

We make a,veetorial representation of the winds for eaeh point in the map
separated by 2 degrees from all the others, where each vector has the direction of the
ge6strophic wind for that point and the map of pressures being eonsidered, and
which has a module proportional to the speed of the wind ealculated for that point.

In this way we ean forsee the appearance of upwelling at some point in the map
because what we are representing is the predominant windS in the period of time in
consideration. . .

We can also calculate the winds and Ekman's iridex dally duririg a long period of
time in eonsideration. In this ease we make the ealculations for a position given
initially by its geographie eoordenates. Now. the results of such processes will;
represent the dailyvariations in the wind (direction arid speed) and Ekman's index.

. Thus, we ean follow what is going on with the wind in a precise place during a
whole month. something that will prove of great irnportance when it eomes to the
prediction of the appearance of upwelling.

RESULTS
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\Ve have introduced the isobar maps corresponding to a whole month from July
13th to august 12th 1991, where we will study the average maps per week,
calculating the geostrophic winds for each of them. Finally, during this month we
will carry out a study of the variations of direction, speed and Eknian's index for the
three points located along the lberian Coast.

\VEEKFROMJULY 13thTO 19th
A strong anticyelone with a center in parallel 35N meridian 40W is obserVed in the
map of pressures. It exerts its influence from Great Britain up to a11 the
Mediterranean. A stonn is located in the Scandinavian Peninsula.

As to the geostrophic winds, it is observed that they flow parallel to the French
and Iberian coasts, being salient towards the ocean at the Gibraltar Strait from the
Mediterranean. Winds parallel to the Coast of Great Britain appear in the English
ChanneL

WEEK FROM JULY 20thTO 27th ,
The strong anticyclone persists though somewhat less intense .this week.W to

30Win the 60N parallel. Another storm seems to appear in the South of Libyan and
another front with low pressures is aproaching from the West of Europe.

As to the winds, we can see ä slight variation With respect to the previous week.
Now thewinds in front of the Cantabric coast are parallel to it with a direction
towards the East. In Great Britain, winds of South component parallel to the coast
arid on the French Coast of the "Viscaya Golf' the W component Winds are entering
the Coast. On the Galician coast there are also East component Winds this week,
while on the South half of the Iberian coast in the Atlantic, the predominaimt winds
are of a North component, favouring the appearance of upwelling in the area. On the
mediterranean coast of the peninsula the winds are parallel to it in South West
direction, meeting the NW winds coming from the Atlantic in the Strait.

As regards geostrophic winds, they have only experienced slight variations along
the coasts, except for the fact that now they keep elose to the Cantabric and Atlantic
coasts of the peninsula. There are now South East component winds in the Gibraltar
Strait. nie medium speed is of 5-10 knotS, with the exception ofthe North Atlantic
zone where average winds reach 20 knots.

WEEK FROM JULY 28th TO AUGUST 8th
It is observed that the Atlantic anticyelone now centered to the South of the Azore

Islands is now milder, while the Islandian storm which is now approaching through
the Irish coast is increasing now On the other hand, the stonn in East Europe has
moved towards the South due to another anticyclone with a centre in the
Scandinavian peninsula, while the stonn in North Africa remains the same.

WEEK FROM AUGUST 9th TO 12th.
The Atlantic anticyclone has moved and is now centered at 422N222W and has

been stronger and with a highest influence this week, reaching the Norwegian Coast
in the North and the Greek ones in the South of Europe, reaching the Ural
Mountains" " ,

The storm in the North is retreating, and the one in Africa maintains its aIready
ordinary place.. '. .

With respect to geostrophic winds, theyare of a slightly higher intensity with
averages of 15 knots on the peninsular Coast, withwinds parallel to the Cantabric
coast both in France and in the lberian Peninsula. In Galicia, they have NE
componentS arid N component in the South half of the coast. The winds in the Strait
are of E component.Thus, the winds predominaitt this week with respect to the
peninsular Coast favour upwelling. .' . . .

We will now consider three points of the Iberian peninsula on the Atlantic Coast
where we will follow the development of geostropic winds and their Ekman's index.
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POINT 422N92\V
During the first week, July 13th-19th, the winds which appear .

are increasing their speeds from 5 to 15 knots, with N components at the beginning'
of the week and NE component at the end, while the Ekman's index increases from
200 to 1200 at the end of the week. all with positive index.

During the week from20th t027 th there is a decrease in the speed of the winds in
the middle of the week with an increase on the 25th and 26th and a fall almost to cero
on the 27th.

Similar characteristics appear during the week from July 28th to August 4th.
though now with a negative index on August 2nd with ESE component of the wind
with a speed of 3 knots giving an index of -158.

During the last week, we can see progressive increases in the speed of the wind
from 4 to 10 knots and an index of 300 to 1800 until the 9th. when the mark
changes to -2200 and -1500 on the 9th and 10th.

With speeds ofup to 12 knots. changing durlng the last days to values ofpositive
and ENE directions.

POINT 39\lN 101lW (in front of the Portuguese Coast)
Here the wind componets are mainly North-North East, with maximum speeds on

July 13th, 17th. and 25th. with speeds of9, 10 and 11 knots; and Ekman's constant
of 1500, 1900 and 2200 respectively. In August, the peak days would be the 6th
and 8th with speeds of 8 and 9 knots and Ekman's indexes of 1300 and 1500
respectively The days of lowest intensity would be July 27th and 30th and August
9th with speeds of I, 4 and 3 knots respectively.

POINT 37'N9W (S\V end of the lberian Peninsula)
In this point, there is a change from strong winds to calm periods every two or

three days. The predominant component is from the North, although on 9th.10th,
11th, and 12th they change to ENE during the first two days with negative Ekman's
indexes and ESE the last two days.

The maximums appear on July 15th, 18th. 22th. and 27th and on August 2nd.
300, and 12th.

The highest speed reached is of 10 knots and Ekman's index of 1600 on July
17th. The minimum being of 0,4 on the 27h the same month.

\Ve can see in Fig2 an image of the Iberian Peninsula from the IR channel obtained
by NOAA-12 in August 12th 1991.0n the left we can see the same image after a
registration process. in a rectangular format .Both present an overlay coastIines.

political boundaries and the main rivers and dams.The image has suffered an
enhacemend process and we have detected upwelling zones along the Atlantic Coast as
we have predicted in our study since Jullo 13th to August 12th.
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POINT 37'N9W (SW end of the Therian Peninsula)

POINT 392N lO2W (in front of the Portilguese Coast)
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